
Faux Carousel Notes

Make a Faux Carousel Note Card in almost any size or colour. This is a
great way to use your Prints Pack. You can make a single layer or double it
so it opens like a card.

Supplies
6”x 6” piece of DSP (I used a piece of Saffron from the prints pack)

6”x 6” piece of coordinating Cardstock (chocolate chip)
2 pieces of cardstock to fit the largest coluzzle circle (white & choc chip)
Coluzzle
Slit Punch

1. Put some snail along one edge on the
wrong side of your DSP. You only need it in
the middle where I’ve marked with a pencil.
The rest of the edge will be cut away later.

2. Center your DSP on top of your 6” piece of
cardstock. Staple the four corners to hold
everything together. Centre the coluzzle and
cut a circle through both layers using the
second largest track. I tape my coluzzle down
to hold it steady while I cut.



3. Making sure you have the edge with the
snail (Don’t ask me how I know this), score at
3/8” as shown in the photo.

4. Start punching slits just past the score line
as you would if you were making a scalloped
edge. If you’re using DSP and cardstock, you
can punch though both layers at once.

Someone needs a manicure and some hand cream 

Note: It’s easiest to stop when you get to
the score line and make two cuts leaving a
tab as I did in my Spring Song sample.

If you choose to scallop your edge all the
way around as in my Boho sample, your
scallops may not line up with your first
scallop so here are a couple solutions.

a) make your last several scallops
closer or further apart as needed to
even up the space

b) if you end up with a gap, it’s the
perfect spot for a piece of ribbon and
a paper clip.



This card can be made in a variety of sizes by changing the size of your
inner circle. I can’t wait to try window sheets and vellum.

I’m sure you can come up with all kinds of ideas. I’m anxious to see some of
your samples.

Jackie Topa

5. Cut a white circle using the largest circle
track on the coluzzle. Cut out an accent
piece using the second largest (cut first)
and largest tracks.

6. Decorate your card and insert as desired.
Glue your insert and accent piece to your
card as shown in the photo below.


